
OUR PRODUCT

Intergrain Universal Timber Oil will allow the timber to gradually fade over time to a natural grey or top coats can be 
tinted using Intergrain Colour Additive for a longer lasting, more UV resistant finish. 

PRE-OILING OF TIMBER DECKING AND CLADDING.

OUR CAPACITY

Worldwide Timber Traders has a Ceetec A250, multiple brush application timber coating machine, that is capable of 
applying a pre-oiled exterior finish to timber sections up to 250x250mm.

(Intergrain Universal Timber Oil is available in trade size cans from major hardware and paint outlets. )

BENEFITS

We use Intergrain Universal Clear Timber Oil to pre-coat decking and cladding products. Intergrain Universal Timber Oil is 
a deeply penetrating, oil-based clear timber oil that nourishes and helps protect the structural integrity of all exterior 
timber. 

The deeply penetrating finish will never flake, blister or peel and helps prevent warping, cupping and splitting. 

Intergrain Universal Timber Oil should be reapplied when the timber has lost its water resistance and water is soaking into 
the timber. 

We recommend routine maintenance inspections every 6 months to ensure the timber is still protected from water.
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It's important to note that our pre-oiling application is not intended to be the finished final coat and it is recommended 
that the installer clean or de-nib the exposed face once installed and apply a final finishing coat. 

The finishing coat will enhance the final appearance, add additional UV protection and conceal any scuff marks incurred 
during handing and installation.  

Maintenance time varies widely according to many factors including the age and porosity of the wood, species, situation 
and exposure to the weather.

OVERCOATING

MAINTENANCE

Any water based, or oil based Intergrain finish can be applied on top of Intergrain Universal Timber Oil. 

Pre-coating with Intergrain Universal Clear Timber Oil has multiple benefits including protecting the timber from grease 
and dirt, protecting the timber from changes in humidity which can cause excessive movement prior to installation, as well 
as saving time, site protection and clean up. 
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